
 

 

Dovetown Yoga School Teacher Training 
Schedule for weekend one - 6th & 7th July 2019 

Saturday  
9.30 Prompt arrival and prep 

10  Full practice by Lesley  

11.30 Break and set up study space 

 Notes, handouts 
12 Feedback of the morning’s class  
 Break down of asana 
 Anatomy and physiology 
 Looking at templates etc 
1300  Lunch 
13.45 Group task - Timeline 
14.15 Yoga Sutras of Patanjali 
15.15 Break 
15.30 Breathing and pranayama  
16.30 Relaxation/meditation teaching 
 by student 
17.00  Recap and overview 

 Next study days and home study 

17.30 Home

Preparation 
Bring all yoga gear, note taking equipment plus lunch 
Read Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras referring to my notes below 
Bring along your copy of Keil’s Functional Anatomy of Yoga 
Two trainees to teach a half hour breathing/meditation/relaxation session (see below)

Sunday 
9.30 Prompt arrival and prep 

10  Full practice by School teacher 

11.30 Break and set up study space 

 Notes, handouts 
12 Feedback of the morning’s class  
 Break down of asana 
 Anatomy and physiology 
 Templates and lesson plan 
1300  Lunch 
13.45 Group task - lesson plans 
14.15 Yoga Sutras of Patanjali 
15.15 Break 
15.30 Breathing and pranayama  
16.30 Relaxation/meditation teaching 
 by student 
17.00  Recap and overview 

 Next study days and home study 

17.30 Home

Guidelines for reading The Yoga Sutras 
Note the dates and historical context and have an overview of the text 
What do we know of Patanjali? 
What is the purpose of The Sutras?  
What is your understanding of concepts such as Atman, Brahman,  
Consider the themes of  
Teaching practice 
I would like volunteers to be the first to teach the half hour afternoon session, one on Saturday 
and one on Sunday. You choose the content to include some breath awareness, concentration/
meditation and maybe visualisation followed by relaxation.   
Everyone will have a turn at doing this. 
You can send me your ideas or a copy of your plan beforehand. Go with something you know 
and have practiced. Think about preparation - comfortable seated,  kneeling and relaxation 
positions.  Lighting, temperature and room management.  Maybe include props such as 
candles, music etc. 
Contact me if you have any questions 


